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Effects Packages
After 25 years of world-class events at PRACC, we've developed and refined effects
packages that help bring your vision to life. We're delighted to also confirm that for 2021
we've managed to offer them at 2019 prices!

Bronze Effects Package

$362.40 value

Mirror ball, blinder, ultra violet light,
2 x haze machines, LED side lights and 1 x
handheld radio microphone.

Silver Effects Package

$1362.40 value

Bronze package contents +12 moving lights
(wash) & eight moving lights (beam).

Gold Effects Package

$2112.40 value

Silver package contents + projector, LED
screens and Arkaos media server.

Day 1: $300
Day 2: $250
Day 3+: $200

Day 1: $600
Day 2: $550
Day 3+: $500

Day 1: $1200
Day 2: $1100
Day 3+: $1000

We highly recommend booking the Yan Yean theatre for a
lighting plot to reduce stress in your production workload and
complete one element of your performance prior to a rehearsal.
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Moving Lights
Moving lights are intelligent lighting and the industry standard to creating impact above a standard
colour stage wash. With the addition of atmospherics such as haze, the beams of light from the
moving lights can cut through our standard wash, providing different looks and options such as
patterns, rotation and zooming.
12 moving lights (wash) and 8 moving lights (beam) are included in all packages. Should you require
more, please consult your event planner.
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BYO Visual Package

If you hire our silver or higher packages, you
will have access to our LED Screens and Data
Projector. This opens up a world of possibilities
in displaying visual content. While we have
some content in a library for you to use, you
may also require specifically themed imagery
we do not hold in our inventory.
We welcome and encourage you to provide
your own content, including branding your
performance with a logo or similar on the house
curtain during your guests arrival. Your content
can be provided to the lighting operator on the
day of your event through a USB portable
storage device.
We accept and can play multiple file formats;
however prefer JPEG for images and MP4 for
movie files. When providing your own content,
please allow time on arrival to the venue for this
to be loaded into the media server and set up
for playback by your lighting operator. A way to
help speed up this process is to label the files
being provided in order of how you require
them. This should be done in a three digit
numbering system as below;
001.jpg
002.mp4
003.jpg
With this we know the sequence in which you
wish to recall the content, but also this should
be a reference for you when requesting content
or adding a reference to a running sheet. Asking
for content by number reference number
instead of the visual reference will make for a
prepared and prompt operator.
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Projection & LED Screens Placement

There will be columns of LED screens hung with the drapery on side of stage. These will stagger
inwards towards center slightly towards the back of stage.
A full and uninterrupted projection is possible to the cyclorama, while also integrating the LED
screens when using Arkaos media server. Imagery can be divided amongst the surfaces as well as
expanded across all LED and projection surfaces to provide an almost seamless image.

LED screens
both sides

DanceXclusive at PRACC YanYean Theatre
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Other Options

Bring your production to live just as you've imagined it . Here are some examples. See us for a price
for any of these options:
Live streaming
Confetti (blowers and powershots)
Low fog (low smoke generators and DJ foggers)
Smoke jets
Bubbles
Pyrotechnics (e.g. sparkler fountains and waterfalls)
CO2 jets

Photos for illustrative purposes only.
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Terms & Conditions

• Packages may not be upgraded or downgraded between event dates.
• Package inclusions may not be altered, changed or swapped.
• Packages subject to availability upon booking.
• Packages must be booked with Event Requirements due 4 weeks prior to event.
• Packages that are required for performances must also be hired for all rehearsals.
• Package pricing is non-negotiable.
• Additional equipment may be hired at standard rates outside of the packages.
• Photos in this guide are for illustrative purposes only. See your Event Planner for more information.
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Office Hours

Contact Us

Follow Us

9am- 5pm Weekdays

P 03 92172317

Team.PRACC

35 Ferres Boulevard

e info@pracc.com.au

plenty_ranges

South Morang VIC 3752

w pracc.com.au

LinkedIn.com/company/pracc

